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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was lo identify variables

which were significant predictors of achievement in Computer
Science 205, an eleventh grade course taught in Manilobals

high schools" The value of the study lay in its establishing
a base of knowledge which would be of use to leachers,
counsellors, and administrators in lheir attempts to help
students decide whether they should or should not enroll

in Compuler Science 2O5.
rnL ^
ine study investigated three subtests of the
Differential Aptitude Tests, the Olis-Lennon Mental Abilities
Test, the Grade Ten AverâBê, and lhe Mathematics t00 Score
as predictors of achievement in Computer Science 2O5. The
sample consisled of 9l students from three IrVinnipeg high
schools. The analysis involved stepwise regression at the
.05 level of significance.
0f the variables investigated, only the Mathematics
100 Score was found to be a significant predictor of the
criterion. This variable accounted for aboul 23 per cent
of the variance in the Computer Science scores.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCT]ON

Computer science has come of age as an academic

subjecl at the high school level only within the last len to
fifteen years. This new discipline differs from other
subjects in that few high schooL administrators, counsellors,
or teachers are trained in it or are familiar with the
unique demands which it makes of a student.
The problem undertaken in Nhis study was to establish
criteria for predicling studenl achievemenN in computer
science aN the grade eleven level. An underlying objective
was to develop a base of knowledge about such criteria
i¡hich would assist administrators, guidance counsellors,
and teachers in their efforts to channel students inlo or
out of computer sci-ence courses in high schooÌ.
Specifically, this sludy was designed to deNermine
whether there exist criteria Iocally and readily availabLe,
i,vhich could be used to predict student achievement in grade
eleven compuler science. The statistical technique used
was forward slepwise regression. In this analysls technique
a regression equation was generated which contained only
lhe significant independent variables. The success of lhe
study hinged upon identification of one or more of these
slgnificant independenl variables.

2

The significance of the study

High school computer science is a very recent
curri-culum innovation in Manitoba. Most guidance counsellors,

teachers, and school admj-nistrators were not tralned ín
computer science and hence probably have not been fully sen-

sitive No the unique demands which this discipline makes of
a student. Similarly, these decision-ryakers in our schooL
system at the ti-me of lhe study did not know which of the
available criteria were significant predictors of student
the
achievement in computer science. As an illustration,
writer was au/are that some lrVinnipeg high schools would
admit any grade ten major slream student to the eleventh
grade computer science course while other high schools
demanded achievement at the A or B level in the university
entrance courses. This controversy was not a local
phenomenon. Caroli-ne Beckner reported:
One dedicated high school business leacher, Morrís
Miller of Martin Van Buren High School, New York Cily,
views dala processlng as a social need. He is conducting an experiment. Until recently, only the ultrabright math students had been permitled to sludy unitrecord, programming and computer concepts in this high
school. But Mr. Miller is convinced that an average
student with only basic math can learn lhe coniepts as
easily as the superlor math studenl. He ís worki-ng with
such a class now and declares that any average abiLity
student who is interested in learning data processing
can do so. His approach coincides with actual prac|ice
in the business world, where it is lypical for more
than half of the data processipg department to be made
up of former average students.r

ICaroline Beckner, Îrïüho Should Study Data Processing?,
Qgslness_.Ecluçation lilorld, XLVIII (April, L96B), 10-11.

3

The study can therefore be justified

in two ways:
r) it should provide information to educators useful to them
in counselling and streaming students; 2) it should enabLe
sludents to make a better decision on their own if the results
of lhe study are J-nterpreted for them by skilled counsellors.
Definitions
some terms were used again and again

in this study.

Recuruing terms are def ined below.

I.

Comput,er Science.

In this study rrÇompu¡er
sciencefr wilr refer to the ereventh grade course
designated as Computer Science ZO5 by the
curriculum Branch of Manitobars Department of
Youth and Education. Any noncapitalized reference

will refer to the overalr discipline of

computer

science.

2" Achievement. This term will refer to the
numerical percentage grade assigned to a student
who has completed a speci-fic high school course.
Dependlng on the context, the term may also
refer to a studentîs average performance in a
specific course.
3. Pre{ictor varlabres. This term wirt refer to the
lndependent variabres which were investigated in
this study.
4. crltgrion. This term wirt refer to the dependent
variable ( computer science achievement) investigated in this study.

Assumptions

It was assumed that a student! s achlevement as
defined in a course or grade was in fact a valid measure of
his lever of performance in comparison lo the performance
of members of his peer group. rr lvas further assumed thal
lhe population from which the sample was taken was similar
to and representative of the population in other winnipeg
high schools. rt was assumed finatly that the schoors
sampled were similar to other Irvinnipeg high schoors with
regard to practices j_nvolving grading procedures.
Linnitations
The study had three obvious timitations which must
be poin|ed out.
The predictors used constituted a limitation.

were chosen because lhey represented s|atistics

They

readily
available in a modern high school with adequate lesting
procedures and could therefore be of real value to counsel=
lors and teachers who wished to use the results of this
s|udy. Many other predictors could have been added but they
would noL have been useful in the above mentioned sense.
A second limitation tay in the sampring procedure.
The statistics were drawn from only three of about twentyfive high schools which offered computer science. one must
Nherefore be cautious in extrapolating the results of this
sludy to other high schools not included in the study.

5

Finally, the predictors used in this study were i-n
no way capable of taking into accounl the many complex
factors such as heallh, personality, motivation, home life,
etc. which are important contributors to academic achievement"

Chapter

2

THE REVIEW OF THE LITERÄTURE

In this study the writer made use of various mental
measurements as predictors. It seemed appropriaLe therefore
to reúiew brÍefly the historical development of mental tests.
This was followed by an exlensj-ve review of the many complex
variables which influence academic achievement. Finally the
wri-ter undertook an intensive review of the literature reIevent to predlction in the field of computer science.
An Historical Overview of Mental Measuremenls

The origins of modern day lesting date back to the

nineleenth century. Nol much progress can be reported prior
lo the lvork done by Alfred Binet, who probably ranks as the
foremost genius in psychological measurement. His intelligence
scale, published in t911, incorporaled three features'l

1) the use of age standards;
2) lhe kínds of mental funclions brought inlo ptay;
3) the concept of general inteltigence.

t

(

Lewis M" Terman, The Measurement of fntelligence
Cambridge: The Riverside

6

The inlelligence quotient of a child could be expressed by

the simple formula
Mental

Age

x

IQ
Chronologlcal

lo0

Age

and this device was employed for the first

time in L9L6 by

in his revi-sion of BineNrs test. Termanrs adaption
and revision òf Binetîs scale appeared as the stanford-Binet
intelligence tesl. ft was defective at both extremes of the
age spectrum, the sampling was inadequale, and some items
were unsatisfactory due to low vaLidity and scoring diff,iculties. Also, the inslructions for adminislration and
scoring of the test were lacking in precision. No alternative
form of the test existed for use in retesting. Nevertheless
il was a milestàne in the measurement of intelligence because
it incorporated Binet s concepts of age standards, mental
functi-ons, and general intelligence in a test suited to lhe
Terman?

?

Amerlcan scene.

Merril, tn L937, completed a ten year
revísion of the Stanford-Binet test. It retai-ned the concepts
of age standards and intelligence as a trait which develops
with age. The test was a distinct improvement over the L9L6
version in that many of the problems of sampling, extremes,
Terman and

2lewis M. Terman and Maud A. Merril, Stanford-Binet
Intelligence Scale (Boston: The Riverside-P@.

6.

,)
)
validity, etc., had been solved to a large extent'
The Stanford sludies of intelligence have continued
up to lhe present time and have sel a standard of excellence

in mental measurements.
Arthur s. olis, under lhe direclion of Lewis M. Terman,
began the developmenl of large group inteltigence tests before
World liVar I. lVhen war broke out the lest materials l{ere
placed al the army?s disposaL for adaption to the problem of
selecling soldiers for various army roles. The test became
This use of the Army Alpha
known as the Army Atpha test.
popularized the testing movemenl and after the war was
finished many tests were developed, among them the Dearborn,
Haggerty, MilLer, National, Otis, Pressey, Terman and
Thorndike tests.4 ,n" significance of the Army Alpha tesl

time, a measuring device was being
used in an important noneducational setting. Afler the war
such test instruments came into widespread use in American

was that for the first

industry to assist in the seleclion of clerical and pro5
duction Personnel. Despite the fact thal the global lype of tests
?
__
'/Francis N. Maxfield in The 1938.l'{e-nlal Measqremenls
Yearbook ed. bv Oscar I.lrisen Bqios (New Brunswick: Rulgers
û'ñîiffity Preês, L938), p. l-r3.
4G. M. Ruch and George D. Stoddard, Tesls ald
Measurements in Hieh School instruction ( Chicago: lVorLd
Ã
Tests on Trial
'James D. Linden and Kathryn lrv. Linden,
p.

(Boston: Houghton Mifftin

Company,

f96B),

L6.
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developed by Binel and Olis conlinue to be of value up to the

present day, rumblings of dissent began early in lhis cenlury.
Among others, Edward L. Thorndike, L. L. Thurs|one and J. P.
Guilford argued lo varying degrees the existence of many
differenl kinds of intelligence. Guilford, for example, has
speculated thal as many as one hundred and twenty specific
6
abililies may exi-st. - For this reason much work has been
done developing tests which assess specific traits

such

as

verbal, numerical, abstracl, spatial and mechanical abililies.
Tests which assess attiludes and emotions have also been
developed.

Buros classified tests which were in print al the

time ftgA) into fifteen different categories. His
classificali-on as set forlh in TabLe I is of interest
because it illustrates in quantitalive terms the amount of
interest shown by researchers in various areas of mental
measurements.TP"""or,alily and character tests were the mosl
important classification j-n that 306 tesls fell into this

category" Vocalional tests and general intelligence tesls
were next in impor|ance with 257 and 238 tests in each
category respectively. Tesls lo measure specific apti_tudes
were relalively fewer in number, and only 2Q mulli-aptitude
balteries had been developed.

6_...
Ibaci
70".u" Krisen Buros, ed. Tesls in
Print (Highland
,
Park, N. J. : The Gryphon Press, L96L), p. xvii.
-

l0
Table t

In Print Tests By Major Classifications
Classification

Number

of tests

Percentage of total

Personality
and Character

306

L4.4

Vocations

287

ì?
L).)

fntelligence

¿)ó

LL.2

Miscellaneous

233

tr.0

Mathematics

198

9.3

English

L92

9.O

Reading

L59

t.)

Social Studies

r13

Science

r06

5.o

Foreign Languages

Q2

Sensory-Motor

55

4.3
.A

Business Education

))

2.5

45

2.L

Fine Arts

2Q

L.4

Multi-Aptitude
Batteries

20

o"9

2L26

100.0

Achievement

Batteries

Total

r

tt
Reading Burost Mental Measurements Yearbooks gives

one a clear impression of how much research has gone inlo

the development of mental tests. These tests appear lo
encompass intellective, personality and soclological
varlables.
of Independenl Variables
The writer surveyed extensively the entire range of
variables which have been considered as determinanls of
academic performance, in order to provide a conceptual
framework for his own research. The vari-ables fall into
three broad calegories: intellective, personality, and
sociological.
Revj-ew

Lavin, S .ufu"ring to literature

reviews by Cronbach

) and Henry (L950), reported correlations between
college level ability bests and college grade point averages
(CpA) to be in the range from O.5O to O"55 Moreover,
recent findings center on a correlation of 0.50 with a range
from 0.30 to 0.70. At the high school level the comparable
coruelation is typically about 0.60, the higher value being
accou.nted for by the fact that high school students vary
more widely in ability.
0f all lhe variables used as predictors the one
which is usually reported to be the best predictor of
(L949

.Ì
oDavid
E. Lavin, The Prediction of Academic
Performance (New York; 'n
65), p. 5L.

ta
o

academic performance is the grade point ave"age.' The

folLowing reports are typical of the voluminous research
done in lhis area.

Ktugh and Bierly

(L959) tested lhe validity of lhe

School and College Abitity Test (SCAT) against a criterlon
semester freshman grade point average ( Cpn) at

of first

Alma Collegu.

I0

Correlations between these two variables

ranged from r : .5L to

.67 for men and women tested

over two years. A further objeclive of this study was to
determine whether addition of the high school GPA would
significanNly lmprove the prediction. Using this

additional variable the muLtiple correlations ranged from
R - .661 to R : .782. The researchers concluded lhat the
SCAT and high school GPA were of roughLy equal value in
predictlng freslìman performance.
Sharp and PickettÃ959) investigated the General
Aptitude Test Battery (CAfe) as a predictor of college
I1
achievement. The sample consisted of 262 students who had
taken the GATB in lheir seriior year of high school. The
GATB consists of nine aplitude ,subtesls: f ) Inlelligence
o

'rbid.,

p.

5L.

l0-_
--H.

E. Klugh and R. Bierly, rrThe School and College
Ability Test rrand High School Grades as Predi-clors of College
EQucqti-onal qlld Psychological Measuremenl,
Achievemenl.
(l?5g)
xrx
,'
It H. ^27:KiKC. Sharp
L.
Pickett, tfThe
v*)

M.
General Aplitude
and
Test Battery as a Predictor of College Success, ttEducational
qg{ Psvchological Measuz:ement, XfX (igSç), 6L7-627--

L3

2) Verbal Aptitude, 3) Numerical Aptilude, 4) Spatial
Aptitude, I ) Form Perception, 6) Clericat Percepti-on,
7) Motor Coordina|ion, 8) Finger Dexterity, and 9) Manuat
Dexterity. Correlations between lhe GATB subtests and college
GPA were found to range from .O37 to .444. A t-test for
significanl difference was compuled between the means of lhe
successful and unsuccessful groups for each of the subtests.
The researchers concluded that sublests l, 2,3,4,
and 5
were of some value as predictors of academic success in
engineering.

Durnall (L954) investigated Nhe effectiveness of the
wideLy used Miller Analogies Test (MAT) as a predictor of
academic success at the graduate level in educatio n.LZ The
sample consj-sled of LS3 studenls who had completed at least
thirty hours of graduate work al Oregon Stale College" The
MAT scores were correlated with GPAÎs in Education and a
correlation of 0.21 was oblai-ned. A correlatlon between
the MAT scores and the rank order of the GPATS resulted
in a correlati-on of 0.50. The conclusion reached was that
some relatioirship existed between MAT scores add GPA scores
in Educati-on at the graduate level but that the degree of
relationship was only moderate.
Abilily measures are, according to Lavin, the bË:s!,:
slngle type of predictor. However, they accoun| for less
1t

ú. J. Durnall Jr. lrPredicling Scholastic Success
for Gruaduate Studen|s in Educalion,lt School and Socièty,
LXXX (L954), LO7.

I4
than half of lhe variance in academic perforrurr"u.13 This has
led many researchers to pursue personality factors as

predictors of academi-c performance. Some variables are
related to motivational states; anxiety, interest in a
field of study, and so on. A second lype of variable
relates to what Lavin terms ttstylstt. Examples are measures
of exlroversion, dominance and impulsiveness. A lhird
typeofvariablere}atestomanifestationsofpathoIogy
Classic examples of test inslruments in this area are lhe
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory and the Borsbhach.
Some interesting examples of research relating personality

:

l

,,

to academic performancd were reviewed.
I¡Veiss, Wertheimer and Groesbeck (L959) studied the

influence of motivalion on achievemer.t.14 Sixty male
psychology sludenls at the University of Colorado wrote
the Edwards Personal preference Schedute (PPS), McClellandrs
Picture Story Test and lhe locally constructed Academic
Aptitude Test (AAT). Simpte and mulliple coruelations were
computed using the university grade point average as the
criterion. It was found lhat the combination of motivation
and ability measures was a powerfuL predicüor of academic
achi-evement with R : .68.
1?
*-Lavin,

p.

The Prediclion

of Acad.emic Performance

64.

14e. Weiss, M. hlertheiner, and B. Groesbeck,
ItAchievement Motivatíon, Academic Aptitude, and College
Grades,rr Educational and Psyq,hological Measurement, XIX
(L959)',

667:æ--

:

L5

Merrill and Murphy (L959 ) sludied the personality
lraits of over-achieving college students at the University
1r
of Utah.-' About IOO studenls were divided into an overachieving group and a normally-achieving group on the basis
of predicted GPA and GPA achj-eved after one quarter. These
students were then required to take the PPS. The overachievers were found to be more dominant and less autonomous;
more deferent, less exhibitionistic,

less affiliative,
less
concerned with change, and more enduring than the normal
achievers. Other variables on the PPS did not differentiate
significantly between the two groups.
Beach (WeO) studied the combined effect of student
sociability and method of instr.u.clion on achievemerrt.to
Students enrolled in an advanced psychology course at the
University of Michigan were tested on Guilfordrs Inventory
of Factors Sociability scale and placed into four learning
situalions; lecture, dlscussion group with instruclor,
autonomous small groups, and independent study. The less
sociable sludents were found to achieve more than the sociable
sludents in the lecture siluation. Conversely, in the small
group situation lhe sociable students oulperformed lhe less
sociable sNudents.
15R. M. Merrill and D. T. Murphy, rrPersonaLity Factors
and Academic Achievement in College,tt Journal of CounseLling
Psychology, VI (t959), 2o7-ZLO
L6f

Achievement
" R. Beach, ,,Sociability and Academic
i-n Various Types of Learning Situatiors, tr Journa! af
Educatio_nal ièycholoey, LI T196o), pp. 2oe-TT-

L6

Cooper (L955) investigated the value of the
Rorschach Test as a predictor of academic performance at

Sla|e college. 17 The Rorschach is a clinical
instrument used to investigate underlying personality
dynamics. This test was found to be poor in the prediction
of academic achievemenl. Similar results were obtained by
Quinn (L957 ) using anolher clinical instrument, Nhe MinnesoNa Multipþasic Personality Inventory (lvn4PI).fB
In Lavinfs review of lhe literature, he found lhe
research findings related to personalily factors rather

San Franscisco

'lo

disappointing.-' The picture presented by the research was
confused and often contradictory" An equally difficult set
of predictors consj-sts of the sociological determinants lo
which a member of sociely is exposed" Examples are his
socio-economic status, sex, religious background, and age.
Again, a sampling of the research done in this area was
conducted

"

Schoonover (Lg59) studied three question",'o r)

Is

there a relaNionship between a child?s ordinal posilion

and

L7
-'J.

G. Cooper, riThe Inspection Rorschach in the
Prediction of Academic Success. rr Journal of Educational
Research, XLIX (L955), pp. 275-28
18. B.
r
*-ö.
Qui-nn, rrRelationship of Cerlain Personality
Characberistics to College Achi-evementrtl DisseLta|io_n
Abstracts

, L7:

to

809

,

L957.

"Lavin, The Prediction of Academic Performance, p. llt"
20s. M. Schoonover, ttThe Relationship of Intelligence
and Achievement to Birth Order, Sex of Sibling, and Age
Interval,tt JournaL of Educational Psychology, L (L959),
L43 -Lt+6.

L7

his mental tesl performance? 2) Does a siblingis sex
influence the mental test performance of a chird? 3) whal
relatj-onship exj-sts between age inlerval and degree of
resemblance in menlal achíevemenl of siblings? The sample
consisted of 59 sibling pairs whose statistics were drawn
from the university Elementary schooL at the university of
Michigan. schoonover found that older and younger siblings
performed equalry well on mentar tesls and no rerationship

existed between age interval and average score difference
on the mental tests. However, in every case, siblings with
brothers were found to perform betler on mental tests lhan
siblings vuilh sisters. The rationale presented for this
finding is that a male sibling is more aggressive than a
female sibling and hence is more sti_mulating.
Northby (L959 ) made the well known observation_ that
girls perform bet|er than boys throughout all grades.¿L In

a study of L2,826 Connecticut high school stud.ents he
ranked boys and girls into decile columns. He found 930 girLs
or L3.2 per cent of the girls scored in the Nop decile. Of
the boys, only 366 or 6.3 per cent did as well. At the bottom
end of the scale a reverse relationship existed. These
figures were cited as clear evidence that girls were academicarly superior to boys. However, Northby notes that when
boys and girls are compared on the basis of mental tests the
2L^A

S. Northby, rtSex Differences in High SchoolIt
Scholarship,
School a4d Society, LXXXVI (t958), 63-64"
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differences are relatively negligibte.
CosNer (L959 ) drew a sample of BZg cases from 3, OOO
pupils in nine rndiana High schools in an attempt to delermine the dislinctive characteri-slics of lhree socio-economic
^groups. Each student was classified as high, middle, or
row income according to a ftHouse and Homett scale and subjected to a 27 ilem altitudinal questi-onnaire. Coster
found Nhat the high soci-o-economic students differed
significantly from the other two groups in that more of lhem
planned to go to university and they were twice as likely
to achieve A and B averages as lhe rower income students,,
Tibbett,s (L955) investigated Nhe effect of family
relationships on the achievemenl of high school pr.,pil".23
The hypothesls was that high achieving boys and their
parents would describe famiry rerationships in similiar
terms more frequenlly than would underachievers and their
parents. A second hypothesis was t,hat the former famiLies
would express more satifaction with these relations than
would the latter.
These hypotheses were both verified.

The

high achieving sludents were found to iden|ify closely with
their parenls and were molivated by a desire to prease them.

22¡. K. Coster,

,,Some

Characlerislics of High School
Pupils From Three rncome Groups,t? Journar of Educa.tional

Psycholosy, L.( L959) , 55-62
*'J. R. Tibbetts, ttrhe RoLe
of parenr-chitd Relationships in lhe Achievement of High school Pupirs: A study of
Nhe Family Relationships Associated Ililith Uñderachievement
and High Achievemenl,rr Dissertation Abstracts, L5; z3z, L955.
/1
^a
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The parents of high achievers T\Iere characterized aS thought-

ful, understand,ing, and warm, Apparently, there exists a
rel-ationship between the quality of home-life and student
achievement

"

Carter (L956) investigated the effect of age on
achievement at the elementary leve}.2& His concern was to
determine whether children admitted to the Austin, Texas schoolsystem prior to the age of six were at a disadvantage in
terms of academic performance, Fifty underage children were
compared with fifty normal children" The study controll-ed
sex, and intetligence. It was found that the underage
children r^Iere indeed at a disadvantage in academic achievement. Moreover, this disadvantage persisted throughout
the elementary school- years. According to this study 8/ per
cent of the und.erage children d.id not perform as r/\refl as the
normàI age children.
rn summary, prediction of academic performance based
on previous academic achievement and tests of mental- ability
appears to be well- founded. However, researchers have
attempted. to improve upon predictions based soIely on

intellective factors" This has pushed the research into the
area of personality and societal influences with Some
t+L. B. Carter, ttThe Effect of Early School Entrance
on the Scholastic Achievement t1of Elementary School Children
Journal- of Educationaf
in the Austin Public Schools,
^l

Reseerch,

L

(L956)

,

9L-Lo3

'
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of the latter research is contradictory, holrrever, and the variables involved are dÍffic,ult,
lo qualifY"

positive resulls.

Much

Prediction Sludies in Compuler Science
The writer conducted an i-ntensive review of the
literature pertaining to prediction studies in compuNer
science. Some of the studi-es reviewed nalurally had an
educational setting. Others originated in the data processing induslry, usually as attempls to improve the efficiency
with which computer programmers were selected for training.
Summaries of the research in this area 'aT1e, arranged in
chronological order.

reporled on the Rand Corporationls
2\
experience in the selection of programmer personneL.*' In
L952, research into the predictive capabilities of thirty
differents tests narrowed the field down lo two: the Thurstone
Primary Mental Abirities Test (lMA), and the Thurstone
Using supervisory ralings as the
Temperament Schedule (tfS).
Rowan (L957)

criterion, a muLtiple correlation was calculated using
multiple regression analysis" The sample consisled of Rand
employees involved in compuler programming. The specific
subtests found to be important predictors of programming
competence were lhose labetled ttVerbal Meaningrr, rrReasoningrr,
25T. c.

Computer Programmers,

Machinerv,

ttPsychologicaL Tests and Selection of
Journal of thg As ociation for

Rowan,

IV (t957)',

rr
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-Computing
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and rrEmotional- Stabilityr?.

The first

two of these s1-tbtests

were designed to measure important components of general

intelligence" The mul-tiple correlation yielded by these
three subtests was R : .51+. Subsequent attempts to i-mprove
the predictive capability of the test battery up to 1956
were unsuccessful.
McNamara and Hughes

(L96L) in a review of the

literature, pointed out their development of the Programmer
Aptitude Test (PAT) under the auspices of the I B M
CÁ
corporation."'The PAT is a one hour paper and pencil test
consisting of three parts: I) Number Series, 2) Figure
Analogies, and. 3 ) Arithmetic Reasoning, I,tlhen the PAT became
compromised through overuse, these two researchers developed

an al-ternate version known as the Revised Programmer Aptitude
Test (RPAT)" The RPAT is an 86 item multiple choice, paper
and pencil test consisting of three subtests with the

same

reported a
L958 study wherein PAT scores and supervisor ratings 'hlere
correlated at O"L+4, significant at the '",05 level. A previous
.)6, also
sNudy of a simil-ar sort ín New York yielded an r:
significant at .05, Belter correlations were al-so reported,
A study by Upshall and Rifand (1958) yietded a Spearman
names

as the PAT subtests.

McNamara and Hughes

rho of 0.6I in a study of the relationship between PAT
scores and six-point supervisor ratings" Other significant
26---lV.

J" McNamara and J" L. Hughes, ttA Review of
Research on the Selection of Computer Programmersrrr Personnel
Psycholosv. XfV (L96L) , 39-5L.
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predictors found by Upshall and Riland were the Brown-Carlsen
Listening Comprehension Testi r : "60, and the Edwards
Personal Preference Schedule" No correfation was reported
for the latter.
Oliver and Vrlillis (tg6l ) researched the validity
of the Programmer Aptitude Test in predicting final grades
in a computer programming course at Southern fllinois
University."'^- The sample consisted of 27 students who
completed the course during the sutnmer quarter of L962.

Students who registered but did not complete the course

'hrere

excluded from the study. The PAT was administered at the

beginning of the course and the results were not

made

available to the instructor until after he had assigned the
final grades. Validity coeffici-ents were compuled between
the three subtests of the PAT and the final course grade.
These vüere: Number Seri-es, O"65; Figure Analogies, O"70i
and Arithmetic Reasoning, 0"40. The total validity coeff icient was 0,78 and all results urere signif icant at the
.001 level, The researchers concluded that for the smallsample involved, the PAT had demonsNrated high predictive
validity.
Peres and Arnold (L98) performed a study designed to
give some insight into those performance factors considered
27T" C. Oliver and

K, lVil-lis, ,,4 Study of the
Validity of the Programmer Aptitude Test,tt Educational and
Psvcholôgical Measuñement, XXff f G9Ø) ,' 82ffi
Vrl,
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to be i-mportant in the prograrTxîing profession. Twenty-three
prograrnmers and six supervisors were asked to wrile an essay
describing the best progranmer they had known. The essays
were analysed and 2f8 statements regarding progranmer
behaviour were extracled. Careful attention was paid to the
choice of phraseology and vocabulary. By combining similar
items lhe number of descri-ptive statements was reduced to f40.
These statemenûs were then sorted i-nto LZ categories represenli-ng predicted performance factors. The f40 slatements
were presented to the 29 subjecls with instructions No rate
the best and worsl prograÍrmers they had ever known on an
applicability scale of I to 5. The 58 check lists were
subjected to analysis consisting of the determination of
Pearson product-moment coruelation coefficients and a
modified central factor analysis by the Wherry-lViner method
for factoring large numbers of items. The analysis revealed
six specific factors relatdd to programming competence.
The competenl programmer was characterized as having the
following qualities: f) personal maturity and stabitity;
2) good inNerpersonal relations; 3) good communi-calion
t+) thoroughness and dependabílity; 5) professional
skills;
competence; and 6) job interest and zeaL.
The Computer PersonneL Research Group (L964) reported
28sh""ouood
H. Peres and Phil H. Arnold, t?Idenùifying
Programmer Behavi-our, tr Datamation, (January, L963) , 40.
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research undertaken for the United States Air Force.

The

study was designed to investigate the relationship of rated

job performance to the cogni-live abilities, vocalional
inlerests, and biographical background of compuler programmers. A test battery composed of the Programmer Aplitude
Test, the Strong Vocational fnterest Blank (SVfB), a Personal
Background Data Form, and the Test of Sequential Instructions
(TSI) was adminislered to 534 programmers from 2)+ companies.
The sample was divided lnto two subsamples: 233 were
classified as business programmers and 301 were classified as
scientific programmers. The TSI was a research instrument
which measured lhe subjectrs ability to do several tasks
simultaneously, ââ ability considered to be necessary for
prograÍming.

Analysis of the data showed that the PAT and TSI
scores correlaled more highty with the scientj-fic subsample
performance ratings than with lhe business subsample
performance ratings.

Correlations computed on an i_ndividuat
company basis showed wide fluctuations (-.62 to .90). This
may be accounted for by the fact that six of the parlicipating
companies had used the PAT to select the programmers involved
in the study. The supervisor rankings then forced previously
Robert N. Reinstedt et â1, Compuler Personnel_

Sg=sea{cþ-Grçrup Performance Prediction@um
RM - 4033-PR, a report prepared -for-tfã-ù.-S.

Air

Force

Project Rand, Santa Monica, California, (March, L964).
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accep|able employees into a poor or fair calegory, causing

a bias against the PAT as a prediction instrument. The SVIB
findings i-ndicated that successful programmers lend to be
scienti-fic, professionaLly-oriented, aesthetic persons. Both
samples showed a high interesN in mathematics. As a group

the progranmers were found to be reLatively young as compared
to olher professions and to have relatj-vely few years of
experi-ence. The scienlific subsample was more highly educated
than the busi-ness subsample. Eighly-six per cent of the
sclentific subsample participants had at Ieast one degree as
compared to two-lhirds of lhe business subsample,
Biamonte ÃgeS) reported fascinating research into
the effect of attitudes on the }earning of computer pro. 30- A sample consisling of zOL students enrolled in
gramming.int,r'oductory and advanced programming courses at New York
University was subjected lo attitudinal and intelligence
testing. Each studenN was required to write the California
F-scale, a measure of authoritariani-sm; Rokeachls Dogmatism
scale, a measure of closed-mindedness; and McCloskyls
Conservatism scale, a measure of the extent to whlch a person
accepts lhe teneLs of conservative soci-al and political
philosophy. In addition to these attitudinal tests each
3o

A. J. Biamonte, ttA Study of the Effect of Attitudes
on the Learning of Computer Programming,tt Proceedings...of the
Third anlrual cõmputer Þersonget"Researõh coffi
, .lut e IZ-IB,
L965), pp. 68-7t+.
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required lo write an intelligence lest; the Lz
minúNe, 50 item, paper and pencil lVonderlic Personnel Tesl"
The criterion against which lhese lest scores were correlated
was the grade poinl score achieved in the course. Inlercorrelations ranging from r: .288 to r: -.1-82 were found
belween the l{onderlic and attiludinal scales. The multiple
correlation between all independent variables and the grade
point score n{as found to be R - .53t but the grade point
sludenl

T'las

score was correlated negalively with each of lhe attitudinal

scales. A correlation of 0.5f8 was found between the grade
poinl score and the lVonderlic. An analysis of covariance
was performed to suppress inlelligence as a contributing
variable.
Biamonte concluded lhal possession of a high level
of inleltigence was refLected in a personality profile which
was nonauthoritarian, nondogmat,i-c and nonconservative. Also,

highly intelligent persons were found lo be good programmers.
Thus the attitudinal scaLes could be considered lo be indirect predictors of programming competence through the
coÍrmon f actor of inteltigence.
Hollenbeck and McNa*u.u3l (L965) investigated the

validity of the Computer Usage Company Programmer Aptitude
a^
Test (CUCPAT) developed by Opler" in L963. The CUCPAT is
3t*. P. Hollenbeck and W. T. McNamara,
''CUCPAT and
Programming Aptitude,lt Personnel Psychology,'XVIII (L965),
10r-r06.

324""hu" Opler, trTesting Programmlng Aptituder
Datamation, ( October, L963), 28-3L.

tr
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a computer based test requlring a computer and compu|er
operation for about 45 minutes of testing time. Tuenty
seven college level persons, 9 women and l8 men, constituted
the sample. Prediclor variables were the CUCPAT and the
Data Processing Aptitude Test (DPAT) scores. The DPAT is an
instrument designed by IBM for internal use only and is
composed of 40 letter series ilems, 30 figure analogy items
and 2J arithmetic items. The criterion was programming
performance during a 26 week training program. Evaluations
'were made on the basis of observed achievement, personal
interviews and student-teacher discussions. The CUCPAT did
not stand up under scrutiny; the investi-gators found a
rather low correlation (O.35) between the CUCPAT and the well
established DPAT. Furthermore the CU0PAT-criterion r was
found to be nonsignificant aN the .O5 level.
Seiler (L965) reported research involving Nhe General
Aptitude Test Batlery (GATB) as a predictor of success in
four automalic data processing occupations: f) business
systems analyst, 2) busi-ness prograÍlmer, 3) engineeri-ng

sclentific
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d) console operator. The
GATB yietds 9 aptitude scores: l)
General Learning Ability¡
2) Verbal Aptitude, 3) Numerical Aptitude, 4) Spatial,
Aptitude, f) Form Perception 6) Cterical Perception,
and

programmer, and

2?
)-)

Joseph Seiler, ttAbilities for ADP Occupations,tr
Pr:ocegdihgs óT t,he Tbifd Annuaf Computer Pers

H'esearifTroüp, June L7-T'8, 1965), pp.

52--59.
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7) Motor Coordination, 8) Finger Dexterity, and 9) Manual
Dexterity. GATB tesl scores and supervisor raNings were
obtained for each of 475 workers employed by 30 companies in
Iflisconsin and Californi-a" Coruelations were computed belween
each of the GATB aptitudes and the supervisor ratings. Analyses showed that four aptitudes; General T,earning Ability,
Verbal Aptitude, Numerical Aptitude, and Spatial Aptitude
were required for performing the iob duties of a business

analyst, a business progranmer, and the engi-neering
and scientific programrner. Only lhe first three of these
sysbems

aptitudes were required for lhe console operator.
Stalnaker Ogef) reported research at lhe Georgia

Institute of Technology in which the lVatson-Glaser Critical
Thinking Appraisal was investigated as a predictor of pro2t

is a 99 item, 40
minute test designed to measure five elemenls of critical
thinking: l) Inferential Reasoni-ng, 2) Recognition of
Assumptlons, 3) Deductive Reasoning, 4) Interpretation,
and 5) Evalualion of Argumenls. The sample consisted of
108 Georgia Tech students i-nvolved in the ALGOL programming
gramming performance.'+ The lVatson-Glaser

language course. The ülatson-Glaser scores were correlated
1t

'aAshford 1¡/. Stalnaker, ItThe lVatson-Glaser Critical
Thinking Appraisal as a Predictor of Programming Performance,tt
Proceedings of the Thirll {nnual Computer Personnel Research
Çq4fç¡e4ce (Silver Spring, Maryland: Computer Personnel

ffiãIffi,roup,

June r7-IS

,

L965)

, pp. 75--77.
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with the ALGOL scores for lwo of four subsampLes. An ilem
analysis showed that 95 per cent of the varialion in answers
was conlained in only Jd questions. Furthermore, L4 additional items showed two levels of response, Nhe choice between lhe
two being statisticaLly random. A revised scoring key was
devised based only on Nhe significant items and correlations
were computed between the revised lrVatson-Glaser scores and
the ALGOL scores of the other two subsamples. Correlations
of O.76 and 0.8I were computed. In his conclusi-on, Stalnaker
did not appear overly enthusiastic aboul Nhe Watson-Glaser
as a predictor of programming performance. He speculated
that the useful j-lems rùere merely reflecting the imporlant
relationship between general intelligence and programming
aptitude. In other words, âil intelligence test might have
been equally valid as a predictor of programming performance.
Dugan (t900) d.elivered a paper in r,uhich he discussed
the achievement of graduates of predominanlly negro colleges
as compared to Nhe achj-evement of graduates of northern
35
integrated colleges on lhe Programmer Aptitude Test. In
comparing lhe two groups of graduates it was found that the
graduales of negro colleges had more difficulty with the PAT
than did the graduales of northern schools. Indeed, Nhe PAT
score which ranked the negro college graduaNes at the 82nd
percentile of lheir group was equivalent to a ranking at the
35R. D. Dugan, trCurrent Problen's :in Test Performance
of Job Appticants,tt Personn.el Psychology, XIX (L966), L8-2{.
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24Lh percentile aL the northern inlegrated colleges. Dugan

suggested thal the PAT did not cut across cultural barriers
aS a predictive device since many southern graduates did go

on to become Successful computer company employees despite

low scores on the

PAT.

(t900) reported the experience of
the BeIt Telephone Laboratories in testing a battery of predictors against supervisor ratings of 52 Computer Service
Operators (CSO,").36 The CSO is a job classification one
levet below that of programmer. A person classified as a
CSO performs a service role; mounti-ng tapes, console monitoring, paper and card handling, malfunction troubleshooting,
etc. Many CSO I s go on to become progranxîers. The test battery selected consisted of the Programmer Aptitude Test, the
Logical Analysis Device (LAD), the Punched Card Machine
Operator Test (PCMOT), the lVork Inventory (Motivation Survey)
Gordon and Denis

and the lVonderli-c Personnel Tesl.

The LAD is a hands-on

testing device which requires the testee to use logical
The test ostensibly
reasoning lo turn on console lighls.
measures the Iogical faculty necessary for successful programming. The PCMOT is a 12 minute paper-pencil test
designed for use in the operation of IBM card punch equip-

ment. It is divided into two parts:
1L

letter-digit

substitution,

Gordon and Richard A. Denis, ttCharacteristics and Performance Predictors of 7094 Computer Service
OperaNors,tt Proceedirlq of the FourNh Annual Computer Pgrsonnel
Research Confer-errce [Los Anþetes: Computer Personnel Research

"Bruce F.

ffi6-L06.
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and name checking. The Motivation Questj-onnaire is a 69 ilem

test arranged in triads. The tesNee has to choose one of
three equally socially acceptable responses. However, one
response is always central lo task completion.
The scores from the test battery were correlated
wilh supervi-sor ralings. The concLusion reached was that
none of the tests were capable of predicling CSO performance
as measured by supervisor ratings.
Sej-ler (L967) reported that a survey of the indus|ry
indicated lhat wide-spread satisfaction exisNed re the
ability of curuent tesl instruments to select competent
an
computer prograÍxî""u.'/ About ten employers reported that a
score of A or B on the Revised Programmer Aplitude Test or
its successor, the Aptitude Test for Programmer Personnel
(ATPP) was a slrong predictor of success in programmer
Nraining. One company reported Lhat 45 out of J0 testees
who scored a combination of 80 points on the ülonderlic and
RPAT went on lo become excellent progranimers on Nhe job.
Seiler concluded his survey by stressing the need for the
development of culture-free predictors of programming com-

petence.

with such tests however, was that they
'were also likely to be ltvalidity-freett. He quoted Anastasits
The problem

añ
)/_
'Joseph

Seiler, ttSurvey of Validation Studies

Computer Personnel Selection Inslruments,tr Proceddings
Fifth Annual Computer Personnel Research Conference ,

í.
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opinion regarding this probLem: trA better solution is to
choose test content in terms of its crilerion relevence and
lhen investigate the ef,fect of moderalor variables. lr
Howell, Vincent, and Gay ¡967 ) used the Robot lest
aS a criterion variable and several other variables aS pre-

di-ctors: age, education, Civil Service grade, supervisory
ratings, the PAT, the Color Naming Test, the General Aptitude
Test Battery and the Federal Service Enlrance Exami-nation
38
(FSEE). The Robot test was developed by the Bureau of the
Census and has face validity in that it provides a sample
of programming activity analagous to problem solving on a
compuler. The FSEE consisls of three parts: l) Verbal,
2) Numerical, and 3) Abstract Reasoning. Pearsonian
intercoruelations rüere computed among all variables.
Multiple correlations were obtained wilh F tests computed
for the significance of each added variable. The study
showed that parts 2 and 3 of the PAT and part 2 of the FSEE
were of value aS predictors with multiple coruelations of
R: .60 and R: .71 on two differenl samples.
Mayer and Stalnaker (L967 ) reported on Nhe state of
the art of computer personnel selection proceedures in
Bt. A. Howell, J. W. Vincent and R. A. GaY, ItTesting
Aptilude for Computer Programming,tt Psychological Reports,
xx (L967), L25L-L256.
3
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North America. The computer Personnel Research Group had

just sponsored a survey in which 483 Amerj-can and 98 Canadj-an firms participated. The number of employees of these
firms totatled 23,OOO in the United States and I,000 in
Canada. Il was found lhaN óB per cent of lhe American firms
and 72 per cenl of the Canadian firms used test instruments
to select personnel. The practice among these firms was to
use two basic types of tesN: inlelligence and aptitude.
The most commonly used intelligence test uas the 12 minute,
paper and pencil, spiral lVonderlic Personnel Test. Sixty
American and 7 Canadian firms used the lVonderlic. In comparison only L3 firms used the next most popular test, the
Thurstone Tesl of Mental Alertness. The overwhelmingly
favored aptilude test was lhe Programmer, Aptitude Test.
This test was used by 282 Ãmerican and 67 Canadian firms.
The next most important aptitude test was lhe Federal

Service Entrance Exam but only L3 firms used it.

The number

of firms who depended on personality or interest tests

was

negligibl-e.
Bauer, Mehrens, and Vinsonhaler (fç¿g) conducted a
computer programming prediction study at Michigan Slate
?o
//^
-'David
B. Meyer and Ashford lV. Slalnaker, rrComputer
Personnel Research Issues and Progress in the 601s, tt
Proceedines of the Fifth Annual Computer Personnel Research
searc Group,
mpuler fersonne
erence
IJ,

pp.

6-4L.
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University.' Undergraduates enrolled ín a computer programming course constituted the sample. Achievement in the
programming course was correlated with scores from the
Aptitude Test for Programmer Personnel, the Strong VocaNional
InNerest Blank (SVIB), the College Qualification Test (CQT),
and grade poinl averages (GPAÎs) attained in all previous
courses at Michigan State. The best prediclors in descending
order were the GPA (r : .68), the CQT Numeri-cal (r : .53),
the ATPP Total (r: .5L), the CQT Totat (r: .49) and Nhe
ATPP Part III (r : .48). Interestingly, the SVIB Programmer
rrlas found to be a relatively weak (r : .33) predictor of lhe
criterion.
A stepwise addition multiple regression analysis was
compuled on lhe data. The results showed an R of .81 when
the GPA, ATPP Part II, and Computer Programmer Scale of the
SVIB were used in combination as predictors. lilithout the
SVIB contribulion the other Nwo variables yielded an R of .76.
Hunt and Randhawa (1968) noticed lhat a bimodal distribution existed in the achievement scores of computer
science students in a second year course al the University
4r

of Saskatchewan. In an attempl to idenlify

some

of the

À0*"Roger Bauer,

l{illiam A. Mehrens, and John F.
lrPredicti-ng
Perf ormance j-n a Computer ProgramVinsonhaler,
ming Course,tt SQucalional and Psychological Measurement,

xxvlrr
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' D. Hunt and B. S. Randhawa, rtRelationships Between
and Among Cognitive Variables and Achievement in Computational Science,tr Educational and Psychol_o_.tqical Measuremenl,
XXVIII, No . 3,' ¡
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cognitive abitities which separated the high achievers from
the Low achievers, LL9 students enroLled in Compuler Science
253 were subjected to a battery of tests from the KiN of
Reference Tests for Cognitive Factors; namely, Seeing
Problems, Object-Number, Figure CLassification, Localions,
Letter Sets, Thi-ng Categories and Hidden Patterns, along
with five subtests of the ltlatson-Glaser Test of Critical
Thinking (CT). The criterion was achievement in Computer
Science 253.
A stepwise regression waS performed to reduce the

of possible predictors to four. The sample was then
divided into higl and low achievemenl groups and a one way
multivariate analysis of variance WaS performed. It was
found that 23.L per cenl of the variance was accounled for
by four predictors; Locations, Hidden Patterns and Seeing
Problems from the Reference Tests and Deducti-on from the CT

number

test. Furthermore, it was found that these four tests also
discriminated between high and low achievers in Computer
Science 253.

Correnti (L969) studied the vaLue of the Aptitude
Test for Programmer Personnel, lhe Survey of Study Habits
and Attitudes ( SSHA- Form C ) , and the state university of
New York Admissions Examination (suAE) as predictors of perf ormance i-n a f irst year college level programming .orr."".42
42n. J. Correnti, ttPredictors of Success in the Study

of Compuler Programming at Two-Year InstituNions of Higher
Learniäg,Ît Dissõrtatioñ Abstracts, 3O: 37t8At L969.
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Other predictors used were the grade point average and the

parental occupational Level as determined by Roers classificalion. The sample was composed of 26L students enrol led at
four New York Slate colleges. Regression equations were
developed and checked in a cross-validation. The predictors
were found to be significant indicators of programming
success but not to the degree of certainty required to
justify acceptance or rejection of a student applying for a
course in programming. Nevertheless sludents could justifiably be classified according lo ability on the basis of
the predictors used.
Miller (L97O) studied the Programmer Aptitude Tesl
in conjunction with high school scores and the Semantic
Differential rest (sDT).43 The sDT is a test designed. to
reveal a personts area of interest. The sample consisled of
l0 male and female students enrolled in lhe Vocational Computer Operations Program aN Garinger Senior High School in
Charlotte, North Carolina. Mil-ler computed correlations
between the subtests of the PAT, the SDT, the sludentst
grade point averages, and the scores achieved in ¿¡s- þigh
school computer science course. The data was analysed using
mulliple regression procedures. Correla|ions between the
PAT sublests and the computer science course scores ranged
43Rob""t

L. Millèr, "A Study of the Relationship

Between Achievemenl in High School Vocational
Dala Processing Programs and the Programmer Aptitude Testtt
(Maslerrs thesis, North Carolina State Universily, L970),
pp. 26-27.
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.56, indicating significance at the .01
level. The SDT had correlations in the order of r: .20 with
the PAT, the grade point average, and the computer science
course scores. The conclusion thal the student grade point
average was the best predictor of success (r : .76) in the
computer science course was not surprising.
l¡lalker and Markham (tgZO) administered lhe Revised
Programmer Aptitude Test and Nhe Otis Higher Form B intelligence lest to 86 Information Sci-ence students at lhe New
South ltlales Institute of Technolo gy.44 A second group of 2g7
sludents was given the RPAT and the International Computers
and Tabulators Computer Programming Aptitude Tesl (ICT).
The ICT consists of four subtesls: l) Letter Series, 2)
Arithmetical Reasoning, Number Series and Code Deciphering,
3) Coding According to Instructions, 4) Verbat Analogies,
Vocabulary, Logical Reasoning and Verbal Series. This 148
item test is apparently more complex than the 86 item RPAT
which consj-sts of only three subtests: l) Number Serles,
2) Figure Analogies, and 3 ) Arithmetical Reasoning.
The objective of this research was lo develop norms
for Australian candidates and make comparisons among the
from r:

.45 to r

various tests and lhe high school scores of the candidates.
ft was found that American norms for the RPAT 'uuere not
appropriate to the Australian scene. The ICT and RPAT, both
44E1"irru lValker and S. J. Markham, ttComputer ProgramTests,r? Australian Psychologist, V (March,
Tlng.Aptilude
L97O), 52-58.
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of which purport to measure programming aptitude had a lotal
correlation of only O.49. Furthermore, lhe correlation
between equivalent subtests, the RPAT subtesl 3 and the ICT
subtest 2, was only 0.5f. AII other sublest correlations
were lower. Correlaiions between the high school mathematics,
English, and average scores and the two aptitude test scores
were very low. Further research was found to be necessary
before either test could be adapNed meaningfully to the
Auslralian scene.
A prediction study by Carol Ann Alspaugh (L97O) t
altempted to define the profile of a successful university
Lr
computer science sludent.*) Predictor variables employed
were the Thurstone Temperament Schedule, the Programmer
Aptitude Test, the lVatson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal,
the School and College Aptitude Tesl, and a mathematics background measure. The developed profile of the successful
computer science sNudenl was as follows: nonimpulsive,
strong mathematics course background, strong numerical ability,
low sociability, nondominant, and reflective.
The above study provldes valuable insight into the
personality traits of the successful computer science student
with two reservations: I ) most of the variance was not
45Cu"oL Ann Alspaugh,
"A Study of the Relalionships
Between SNudent Charact,eristics and Proficiency in Symbolic
and Algebraic Compuler Programmlngtt (Doctoris lhesis,

Universi-ty of Missouri, L97O), pp. 56-60.
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explained, and 2) the mathematics background measure is a
measure of the number of courses taken and may therefore be
a measure of age or of survival ability rather than of mathematical ability as is imPlied.
John Atspaugh (L97L), in a study designed to investigale the effects of differences in grade placement upon
programming achievement and programmlng aptitude for high
school seniors as compared to college juniors and seniors,
found correlaNions between the Ohio Psychological Examination (Ohio), the Programmer Aptitude Test and high school

His samples were rather small; fourteen
".o"u=.46
high school students and twenty three coLlege students. The
Ohio is a general intelligence test admini-stered lo Missouri
high school students during the late junior or early senior
years. The correlations found included r : O.46 between lhe
achievement

Ohio and high school achievement and r:0.57

between the

high school achievement. At the college level the
corresponding correlations were -.06 and 0.36. In both
cases the PAT had a higher correlation with the grade point
achievement than did the Ohio.
This intensive review of prediction studies in the
computer science field permitted some general conclusions to
be drawn. Most of the research has been conducted by
PAT and

116_.
*"John

Ìt/. Alspaugh, ttThe Relationship of Grade
Placement to Programming Aptitude and Fortran Programming
Achievement,ll Journal for Reseqqch in Mathematics Education,
January, LgiL,
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industrial firms and post secondary instituti-ons of learning"
In industry, the tests known as PAT, RPAT, DPAT and ATPP were
atl developed by IBM corporation and are overwhelmingly
favoured as selection instruments in the hiring of computer
personnel. These tests are largely cognitive in nature.
Some research has been conducted in an attempl to explore
personality and sociological variables. The research in this
area has been interesting and worthwhile but a defini,tive
study has yet to be done.
Melhods of Prediction

In this study the need existed for a slalistical
melhod which would consider several independenl variables
X.r, a dependent variable Y, and fit these
xl, x2,
variables into an equation of the form Y : BtXt+ B2N2+...Brr\.r.
The technique required also had to be capable of making
appropriate statistical significance checks to ensure that
nonsignificant variables were not included in the final
equation. Draper and Smith 47 outline the possible approaches
to the regression equation: a) all- possible regressions,
b) backward elimination, c) forward selection, and d)
stepwise regnession. Each of these will be briefly explained.
47rv.

R. Draper and H. Smith, Applied Regression
Analysis (New York: John lViley and Sons, Inc. , f968) ,
pp.L67-L72.
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regressions. This is an extremely cumbersome procedure because it involves the fi|ting of every
possible regressi-on equation. If there are k independent
variables there are 2k equations which must be examined at
the second step of the procedure. While the researcher may
be confident he has examined all possibilities, the procedure i-s wasteful of human effort and computer time. Many
of the possible equations could be dismi-ssed al once without
this laborious technique.
Backward eliminalion. This approach is much betNer
than the first one in that it atlempts to cut through to the
The
best regression withouL examining every possibility.
procedure starts by computing a regression equation containing all variables. A partial F-test value is computed for
each vari-able as if it were the last variable lo enter the
equation. The lowest F-value variable is compared wi|h a
predetermined significance level and accepled or rejected.
The procedure then examines each of the other variables in a
sj-milar manner. At lhe conclusion the f ilted regressi-on
equation conlains only those variables which make a significant contribution to the prediction.
Forward Selection. This procedure is the mirror
image of backward elj-mination in thal il s|arls with one
independent variable and builds up the equation untiL all
independent variables have been considered. The order of
inclusion depends upon the magnitude of the partial correlatj-on
p-ossibl=e
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coefficienl. At each step the lalest variablers parlial
F-value is compared with a predetermined value and accepted
or rejecled. As Soon aS lhe most recenlly entered variable
has a nonsignificant F-value, lhe procedure is terminated.
Stepwise regression. This procedure, despite its
different name, iS in fact an improvement of the forward
selection procedure. The crucial difference is that every
previously enlered variable is re-examined in terms of its
F-value as if it had been the most recently entered variable.
This procedure, which may be characterized as forward selection with a backward glance, lakes into account lhe interrelatedness which exists among many predictor variables.
Any variable found to be nonsignificant j-s eliminated from

the equalion regardless of its poinl of entry.
It is clear from the above discussion that Nhe stepwise regressi-on procedure is best suited to the problem of
Draper and Smilh concur. Therefore, the
curve filting.
wriler chose to use this procedure for hi-s analysis.
Sumqary

in the area of mental
measurements. Accordingly the writer broke the literature
review lnto three manageable parls: an historical overview,
an extensive and nonexhaustive survey of the many variables
which affect academic performance, and an intensive review
ofr research pertinent to the writerîS inquiry. No research
using the wriler?s research design, variables, or similar
The literature

is

immense

t)
4)

sample was found.

Finally, the stalistical

methods appropriate to the

writerss stud.y were reviewed and justification
the choice of stepwise regression.

was given for

ChaPter ITI
THE DES]GN OF THE

STUDY

In this chapter the research design and related
consideralions are reported in detail. The independent and
crilerion variables are discussed. Background to the
Differential Aptitude Test (llAT) and the Otis-Lennon intelli-gence tesl is provi-ded. Justificalion is offered to
support the choice of prediclors. The sample and population
are discussed. The melhod used in recording the data and
converling it to numerical form is reported. A step by
step explanation of stepwise regressi-on is supplemenled by
a discussion of atl the statisticaL problems and issues
encountered in analysing the data. Finally, reference is
made

to use of a regressi-on equation on a

subsample.

The Variables Used in the Sludv

The criterion variable was achievement in Computer

Science. As noted in Chapter l, the reference is to Computer
Science 2O5 currently authorized as a high school course i-n
Manitoba. Six predictor variables were chosen:
1) The Differential Aplitude Test VerbaL Percentile;
2) The Differential Aptitude Test Numerical Percentile;
l+4
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3)
h)
5)
6)

The Differential

Aptitude Test Abstract Percentile;

The Otis-Lennon fntelligence Quotient;
The Grade Ten Average;

]00 Score"
The review of the literature did not uncor/er a study
which used the same predictors although some of the studies
reviewed did involve high school grades, ì-ntelligence tests,
and aptitude lests. The writeris choice of variables can
therefore be justified. on the basis that a new area of research
is being explored.. Furthermore, the writer wanted to choose
variables whose statistics were readily available in a modern
high school with a well- developed diagnostic program. Each
variable will- now be examined and justified in more detail.
The Mathematics

Aptitude Tests
As noled in the historical overview of this study,
the concept of a global measure of intelligence has had many
These critics asserted that tests shoufd be created
critics.
which were capable of assessing the various facets of mental
It was important to know what specific aptitudes a
ability.
stud.ent had for purposes of counsellingr Vocational traini-ng,
The Differeglial

and career selecti-on. One of the best known test batteries
developed for these purposeS is the Differential- Aptitude

Test battery.
In L9h7, the Psychological Corporation published the
first version of the Differential Aptitude Tests (DAT) under
the joint authorship of Bennet, Seashore and l{esman" The
tests purported to d.ifferentiate between and provide a score

l+6

for each of the fotlowing: f) verbal reasoning, Ð numerical
' 3^\) abstract reasoning 4 ) clerical speed and accuracy,
abilit,y,
5) space relations, 6) spelting, 7) grammar, and 8) mechanical
reasoning. AlI of the eight subtests of the DAT are povüer
lests except for clerical- speed and accuracy. A pohrer test
measures the strength rather than the speed or accuracy which
a person has in a specific area" Alternate forms are avail-abl-e
and the entire battery can be administered in six class periods,
preferably over a short span of days. It is possible to
I
subtesl selecÈive1y without regard to the entire battery"
Tn a review of the DAT, Quereshi acknowledges that
ttReviewers in lhe past have justifiably dubbed the DAT as the
?besti available instrument of its kind."2 He, CaruoJ-l,
Horrocks, and Schoonover are however a!üare of certain problems
with the DAT, such as its inability No take account of factors
such as moti-vation and the apparent interrelatedness of the
variables. The writer took the position in his research that
despite the difficulties associated with the DAT, its stalus
as the itbestrr test of its kind made it worthy of consideration
as a predictive instrument.
0f the eight DAT subtests, the writer chose three:
f ) Verba1 Reasoni-ng, 2) Numerical Abitity, and 3) Abstract
Reasoning" The other five subtests had no obvious face
I-John

E. Horrocks and Thelma f. Schoonover, Measurement For Teachers (Columbus, Ohio: Charles Eu Merrill

FïETÏ3ã-ïñ'flc-ol$any, L96I),
t

i.

3

16

"

'Mn Quereshi in The Seventh Mental Measurements Yearbook, VoI. If, ed. by Oscar Krisen Buros (Highland Park, N. J.:
The Gryphon Press, L97Z), p. IOI+9.
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vatidity as predictors of Compuler Science and were therefore discarded. The Verbal subtest was chosen because
verbal ability is commonly regarded as an important element
of intelligence and therefore ought to be a predictor of
a subjecl which takes the full measure. of
a studentrs inlellectual capacity. The Numerical subtest
was chosen because computer science is very similar lo
mathematics ín thal bolh disciplines demand a capacity to
handle symbolism. The Abstract subtest was chosen because
many of the algorithms which a student in Computer Science
is required to develope demand abstract thought on a high
Ievel.
The choice of three of the DAT subtests was soundLy
based on considerations of reviews by other wrilers, face
validity, availability, and lhe nature of lhe intellectual
capacities demanded of a student enroliled in Computer Science.
Computer Science,

Otis-Lennon Mental AÞilitv Jests
These tests(alternate forms) fottow in Bine|ts

tradition in so far as lhey are conceived to be broadly based
?
measures of general intelleclual ability.'
This does not mean
thal an i-nnate capaci-ly is being measured. The authors
clearly point ou| that Ît. . . the Otis-Lennon Nests are measures
of learned or devetoped abitit,ies in the broades|
"urr"u.4

3A"ahrr" s. Otis and Roger T. Lennon, Technical
Handbook (New York: HarcourN,Brace and liloridlTrrc -ï169) ,p.8.
-

4rbid., p.

7.
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tests can be administered to groups, require no
more than sixty minutes for tesling, and are capable of
assessing intelligence from kindergarten to grade twelve. To
help prevent misinterpretation by persons untrained in
assessment, the results are reported as percentiles and
stanines as well as the usual- deviation intelligence quotienl.
It should be noted that Arthur S. Otis, deceased, one
of the authors of this test, had a great deal of experience
in testing. His credits included the Otis Group fntelligence
Scale, Otis Self-Administering Tests of Mental Ability, Otis
Employment Tests, Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Tests,
many journal articles and several books.6 His experience
dated back to the original Army Alpha tests. Knowledge of
this background makes the following assessment not unexpected:
The construction and normi-ng of this test bespeaks
adherence to the highest l-evel of current standards.
Sophisticated authorship apparently backed by the publisherts determination to spare no effort orj expense has
resulted in a product of exceptional- merit. /
The Otis-Lennon Mental Ability Test was found to be one
of the best intelligence tests available and for this reason to
be worthy of incl-usion in the writeris study.
These

tr

-

.Lbl_d

.,

PP.

l+-23 .

6Arthur S" Otis

and Roger

Administration (New York:

WT

7Johr. E. Milholland
mentg Yearbook, T, p. 690.

T. Lennon, Manual for

Harcourt Brace and i¡Iorld, Inc.,

in The Seventh Mental Measure-
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Grade Ten Average

wriler chose the Grade Ten Average as a predictor
of Computer Science achievement. Lavin reviewed the research
of Swenson and others and came to Nhis concluslon:
Of att lhe measures used in these predicti-on balteries, the one that consistently emerges as the. best
single'predictor is the high school average or high.
Cronbach reported one study in which
schõot iank
inteltigence and grades were .55.
between
correlations
between intelligence
correlations
Travers found that
.75
on the eighth- to
.5O
betwgen
and
and grades ran
o
lenth-grade levels.
It is nol surprising that past academic performance shouLd
be a good predictor of future academic performance. Since
the literature showed the high school average to be an
The

excellent predictor of future academic performance, the
writer chose to include the Grade Ten 'A.verage as a predictor in his studY.
Mal4ematics I00 Score

At the time of the study there were four courses
in mathematics available to Manitoba grade ten SLudents:
Mathematics IOO for stud.ents of university caliber; Mathematics lOl for average students who would likely proceed to
a community college; Mathematics LOZ lor students who wanted
business mathemaiics training; and Mathematics f03 for
vocational and industrial students.
In the course of preparing the research design of
X

"Lavin, The Prediction of Academic Performance, p.

52.
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this study the writer became aware that several Local high
schools had adopted the praclice of using Mathemati-cs 100 as
a criterion for admission to Computer Science in the following year. The teachers, counsellors, and administrators had
evidently come to the conclusion that a strong mathematics
background was essential to success in Computer Scj-ence.
Students who enrolled in the other available grade ten mathemati-cs courses were not consi-dered to have a sufficiently
strong mathematics background.
The writer, on the basis of his own classroom experience, agreed with other teachers that a relationship prob-

ably did exist between achievement in Computer Science and
achievement in Mathematics 100. AccordinglY, the Mathemalics
100 varlable was selected as a prediclor in order that the
relationship could be explored.
The Sample and PopulaNion
The sample of 9l students was drawn from three sub-

urban high schools: Garden City Collegiate, IiVest Kildonan

Collegiate, and River East Collegiate over a period of two
years. The students of six different Computer Science
teachers were involved in the study. Every student who took
Computer S:cience at I¡Iest Kildonan Collegiate and Garden Cily
Collegiate during thal two year peri-od was incLuded in the
sludy providing that all of the DAT, Otis-Lennon, Grade Ten
Average, and Mathematics I00 scores were available for that
individual. River East Collegiate was sampled for only one

5L

year because enrollments in Computer Science were larger there
and therefore more student data were returned to the writer in
the first sampling" ft was the writerrs intention to retain
some balance among the three hlgh schools with regard to the
number of student statistics drawn from each school. Table 2
contains information re the sample, population and the number
of teachers involved at each of the three schools"
The writer did noN cl-aim that the sample was a
scientific random sample of the school.sinvolved. Tt appeared
however, that the students upon whom the research was based
r^rere typicat acad.emic students who were attending public high
schools similar to others in terms of staffing, funding, size,
and curri-culum" No factors vüere observed which intervened to
differentiate these students from other academically oriented
students

"

Recording the Data
The data was recorded on the Computer Sctence Achieve-

menl Prediction Data Form found in Appendix A. The form

was

construcNed in a manner such that data Were not likely to be
entered incoruectly. At lVest Kildonan Collegiate and River

East Collegiate j-t was not possible for the writer to record
the d.ata personally" He therefore carefully explained the
research and the form to each of the other leachers involved"
The co-operating teachers Were instructed to include every

student, even if some of the scores \¡Ielre missing. In this
way the writer r^ras able lo monitor the number of students who
eventually had to be excluded. from the study, as well- as the

tr,t

Table

2

The Sample and Populalion in Relation lo
the Number of Teachers and the Schools
Involved in the Prediclion Study

School

River East
Collegiate
Garden City

Collegiate

Number of
of
students Computer Science
in Sample teachers

Number

Number of

sludents

in school
l,

40

000

,q

900

Collegiate

26

700

Totals

qt

Itlest Kildonan

6

2,600
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reasons for exclusion.

At River East Collegiate lhe grading system was the
traditional percenlage sysLem and all data were recorded in
numerical form. At the olher two schools a lelter grade
system was in use. Accordlngly, the Computer Science,
Mathematics 100, and Grade Ten Average scores had to be converted from letler grades to percentages. This was done
uith the aid of a conversi-on table supplied by lhe school.
Thus, if a studentts Mathematics t00 score was a letter
grade of B and the conversion table (See Appendix B) specified a B range from 70 to 79 inclusive, a rounded midpoi-nl
integral score of 75 was recorded for that student. This
conversion was in harmony with currenl high school practice.
The letter grade average posed a special problem.
Here, the procedure was lo convert each academic letter grade
mark (guidance and physical education scores were excluded)
to i-ts equivalenl percentage. The percentages were then
averaged to oblain the Grade Ten Average in numerical form.
No difficulties were found in recording the DAT or
0Nis-Lennon scores because these were simply numerical in
nature and no conversj-on was necessary.
The Analysis Technique

The juslification

for an analysis based on stepwise
regression was presented in Chapter II. The acNual regression was performed by the University of Manitobals IBM 370
computer using the compuNer program described by Mitchell
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and hereafler referred to as the ttSPSS package".9 A summary

of the regression procedure is provided.
Slep I. The most highly correlaled independent
variable vvas entered into regression with the criterion variable.
Step 2. Using partial correlation coefficients, the
next independent variable most highly correlated with
the criterion was enlered inlo regression.
Step 3. Each variable previously selected ï,as repartial F-test to determine whether
il stitl made a significant contribution to the
prediction. If significanl, lhe variable in question
was retained and if not, it was rejected.
examined under a

Step 4. A neu regressi-on equati-on was generated

using least squares.
Step 5. The procedure outlined in steps 2 lo 4 uas
performed recursively unti-l all independent variables
had been examined.

Using the regression procedure an equation of the form
Y

:

BIXL+

BZXZ+

B.rXrr* C was develoPed.

Y

represents the

predicted Computer Science score, Bj- where i - I,6 represent
the regression coefficients, and X1 where i : lr 6 represent
the predictor variables. C is the regression constant
"

9ia. c . Mirchetl, ttMultiple Regression Analysis :
Subprogram Regressionir, Statj-stical Package for the Social
Sciences. ed. N. Nie et

197ol ,

pó

.

L7 t+-Lg 5 .
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Stalislical Consjderations
The writer found the SPSS package lo be lacking in
documentation. This made interpretation of the computer
This section of the study was
output rather difficult.
included to explain some poi-nts of inlerest in understanding
the F-test and stepwise regression.
First of all, statistical inference can be broken
down into lwo main categories: parametric and nonparamelric
inference. Parametric tesls are computed from sample slatistics such as the ariLhmetic mean m, the variance (52),
and the correlation coefficienl ("). Each of these statistics is an eslj-mate of a population parameter. This explains
why these tests are referred to as rtparametricrl. Common
parametric lests are lhose associated with the t-distribution
Nonparametric lests are nol
and the z- or F-distribution.
computed from estimates of population parameters. fnstead,
these tests are evaluated in terms of frequencies¡ proportions or ranks drawn from the sample. Examples of nonparametric tests are those associated wilh the binomial
distribution, lhe Poisson dislribution, and the chi-square
distributi-on.
The writerts research design involved stepwise
regression, which in turn involved a parametric test: the
F-Nest" Unlike the t-tesl, which involves compari-sons between means, the F-test makes a comparison beNween two
varaances. A simple ratio represenNs Nhe F level in many
Some

CASCS:

)o

variance between classes
variance within cLasses
where the variance within classes is usually assumed to be

homogeneous.
The concepl of variance can be developed quickly'
The si-mplesl approach is through the standard deviation
measure

lO

(a

of dispersion) of a finite population:

Ç:

where: fl i-s the standard deviation:

X, is the variate;
,þ L= the PoPulation mean; and
N is the number of variates in the population.
Squaring both sides of the formula yields the variance
N

&
U

x"''A'

i:t

N

Bolh formulas presented here are inluitively

mean-

ingful. It should be remembered however, Nhat research
typically deals with a sample rather lhan a PoPulation, in
which case a different formula for the variance should be
used.
IO

J. E. HiIt and A. Kerber, Models Methods and
Analvtical Procedures in Education Research (DetroiN: Wayne
StaLe University Press , L967), p. L67.
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To conceptualLze the F-ratio as used in stepwise

regression, in geometric terms, consider Figure l. In
Figrre I consider Vl lo be the variance contribution due lo
using a slope ) YZ to be the variance of observations about
the regression line; and î to be the average y-value of -the
plolted points. The F-ratio may be inNerpretedll to be:
Variance contribution due to using a slope
F
Variance of observations about the regression line
An inleresting theoretical point considered was
whether hypotheses, nuII or otherwi-se, should be slated

explicitly since F-tests are conducted aN each step of the
regression. No statistics text reviewed by the writer dealt
with lhis point specifically. Rather the authors seemed to
avoid the problem. The writer inferred that the statisticiansl
viewpoint could be summarized as followq:
I ) The hypolheses are stated implicily prior to
computation of the F-ratios; and
2) Since this type of anaLysis usually involves
many F-tests it would be exceedingly cumbersome to
sel up an explicit hypothesis for each test.
Accordingly, the stepwise regression research design used in
this sludy did not involve the explicit statement of an
hypothesis.
Another consideration dealt with concerned lhe

**Explanation by Dr. B" Johns,tonrStatistics Departl1_
menl, Unlversity of Manitoba, August l, L97)+.
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problem of one-tailedness as opposed to two-tai-Iedness.

that the F-tests used in stepwise regressj-on
i/,Jere one-rail"d.12 Ferguson agrees, stating that in the
analysis of variance the F-ralio is one-tailed, and the F
tables found in any stand.ard reference are also one-laiIu¿.13
Johnsto.n stated

An interesling problem encountered involved the

degrees of freedom of each step of the regression. The
specific question which had No answered was rrAre the degrees

of freedom the same for the F level of the regression equation
and the partial F compuled at each slep?r1 In answer to the
question, each partial F was calci-rlated with one degree of
freedom at any step of the regression but the F level of the
regression equation was tested on the basis that a degree of
freedom was added at each successive slep of the regression.14
A final issue encountered was the leveL of significance which a researcher sets for his research design. There
are lwo approaches to the problem. Traditionally, researchers
have chosen a level of significance appropriate to their research, done the research, and accepted the inferential re-

-

sult of the chosen level of significance. In reading the
li-terature, a more recent trend became apparent. Some researchers noTV take a tlfishing triptr approach in that they do
l'fbid .,o". B. Johnston.
L3^
-- George A. Ferguson, Slatistical
cholosy and Edücation (Ñew Yór

r4tbid,, Dr. B.

Johnstc;ri,

Analysj-s in-PsynY,
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not preselect the significance level. InsNead, lhey do the
research, perform the significance tests, and report results
at whatever level of significance is generated by the data.
This latler approach may be regarded as less rigorous than
the first but its supporters would claim that significant
results, ât whatever level, are not ignored. Faced with a
choice between these lwo alternatives, lhe wriler chose the

conservalive approach and preset the Level of significance

at .O5. He compromised, however, by deciding to report any
results which were significant at a higher level of significance.

The problems outlined above posed difficulties

to

the writer. A discussion of them was considered necessary
to compensale for lack of sufficient documentation in the
SPSS package used in the computerized execution of the regression.

Application _of a Regression Equation
After lhe regression equations had been developed,

a

subsample of 27 sludenls uas drawn randomly from the total

sample. The nonnormalized regression equatj-on was used to
predict each studentts Computer Science score. The predicled
and actual scores were compared on the basis of correlation,
means and standard deviations. No test of significance Íras
done because lhe subsample was drarrvn from the original
sample. In this context a significance test would have been
redundant. The resulls of this application rarer reported in

ô-L

Chapter fV"
Summary

fn this chapt,er the research design was explained.
Consideration was given to.the variables, the sample, and the
population. The method of recording the data was reported"
The statj-stical technique and rel-ated problems urere explored"
Reference hras made to use ôf the final regression equation on
a subsample.
As noted before, the actual computations were performed by computer. This did not absol-ve the writer of the
necessity to become familiar with the statistical concepts
i-nvolved. The relevent stalistical consÍderations were
reported in this chapter"

Chapter IV
THE FINDINGS OF THE PREDICT]ON STUDY

results are presented. The variables are summarized in terms of rangee mean,
standard deviation, kurLosis and skewness. A simple coruelation
matrix for atl- variables is presented, âs well as parlial
correlations between the dependent and independent vari-abfes"
The regression is traced through slep by step in terms of the
multiple correlation, per cent of variance accounted for and
significance. Tnferences are drawn. The regression equations
are developed and interpreted'
Tn this chapter the statistical

Characte-ristics of the Predictgrs and Criterion
fn this study pl students r^rere used as a sample to obThe characleristics of the
tain the representative statistics.
independent and depend.ent variables are set forth in Table 3.
The kurlosis and skewness figures in Table ) are included to

give an indication of how the frequency curve for each variable
differed. from the normal curve. Evi-dently all of the variables
\^rere negatively skewed and a1l except the DAT Abstract Percen:
tile and Computer Science Score vrere platykurtic to some extent.
However, oo extreme variations likety to invàlidate the study
\^rere present. A graphical analysis showed the skewness and
kurtosis to be undetectable visually" Therefore the graphs
i^Iere omitted from this rePort.
6z
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-99

50-98
-100

Math 100
Computer
S
S

cience
core

Score
15

5L-95

Grade Ten

Average

IQ

92-L44

15-100

Lo-99
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Range

0tis-Lennon

Abstracl
Percentile

DAT

Percentile

Numerical

DAT

Percentile

VerbaL

DAT

Variable Variable

number

3

.OS5

4.5L6

7o.824

7

72.538

LL7.352

77

7L.934

65.26L

Mean

.255

5t+

847

L8.7

rr.

9.337

,o.798
+o.325

009

-o.L59

-0.

-o.o42

-L.L3g

-o.779

-0.765

Skewness

-o.737

-o.320

-o.3Lg

rr.

008

+o

.676

-o.462

-o.57L

Kurtosis

20.Lt+6

23 "447

27

deviation

Standard

Sample Range, Mean, Standard Devi-ation, Kurtosis and Skewness
for Each of the Six Independent Variables and One Dependent Variable

Population

Table

o.
\,

DAT

0.654

Lennon
]Q

0.480

0.295

Score

Compuler
S ci-ence
S core

t00

Math

Average

Grade
Ten

ONis-

o.52L

0.382

DAT

Abstract
Percentile

t+7O

000

O.

t.

Percentile

Numerical

DAT

Percentile

Verbal

Percen

Verbal

4

.382

o.35o

0.382

0.373

0.672

o

1.000

o.286

0.324

o.223

o.t+33

1.000

000

o.378 0.47O O. L79

o.5o4 o.773 r. o0o

O.5t+7 I.

1. ooo

Score

100

for all Variables

Abstract Lennon Ten
Percentlle Percentile I
Aver

Numerical

Simple Correlation Matrix

Table

!)

S

r.000

cience

omputer

o\
È
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The Correl-ation Matrix

The simple correlation matrix for all variables is

presented in Table 4" An examination of this table shows
lhat Computer Science and Math l-00 are moderately correlated

(r : "h79). Computer Science and the Grade Ten Average are
al-so moderately correlated (r : "h7O). The correlations
between Computer Science and the other predictors are rel-atively low.
Another interesting observation is that there exist
some relatively high correl-ations among the predictor
variables. For example, the 0tis-L'ennon IQ is correlated
with the DAT Numerical Percentile at r' : "672. The Stepwise
regression procedure derives it,s pol^Ier by virtue of being
able to discount such inter-relatedness among the predictor
variables in the course of generalion of the regressj-on
equat

ion.

The Stepwise Regression
The stepwise regression findings are presented in

Tables 5, 6, and 7 " Table J shows the order in which the
independent variables were entered into the regression

equation. The order of entry depended upon the descending
order of magnitude of the partial correlations between the
predictor and criterion variables. fn this manner lhe order
of entry of the predictors \^¡as: Math 100, DAT Numerical
Percentile, Grade Ten Average, DAT Abstract Percentile, DAT
Verbal Percentile, and finally, the 0tis-Lennon fQ" Tabl-e 5
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Table

5

Partial Correlation Coefficients Between
Each of the Predictor Variables and
the Cri-terion Variable
Step

Variable
entered

Partial correlation
coefficienl'l'

Math 100 Score

o.479

DAT NumericaL

o.206

Grade Ten

o.15B

number

I
2

Percentile

3

Average

l',

DAT

Abstract

DAT

Verbal

Percentile
Percentile

0Nis-Lennon

C)

0.120

-o.o54
0.o27

IQ

simple correlation coefficienl was given for
variable entered into regression.

>i.The

the first

/ñ
ol

the partial correlation coeffici-ents.
A comparison of Table 4 with Table 5 was ralher interesting. For example, in Table + the correlalion beti¡veen
Computer Science and the Grade Ten Aver3ge was rather good
(r : .47O). But in Table 5 the same two variables have a
partial correlation of only 0.f58. This low partial correlation caused the Grade Ten Average variable to be entered
inlo regression in the third step rather than in the second
step as one might surmise from a casual examination of Table
4. It is evldenN from this example that the partial coruelation is of more importance than the simple correlation in
considering the predictive capability of a variable.
Examinalion of columns 3 and 4 of Table 6 showed thal
the variables enlered in steps I and 2 of the regression
appeared to make relatively important contributions to the
mulLiple correlation (R : .l+79 and R : .5LZ) as well as to
the per cenl of variance accounted for (22.903 per cent and
26.180 per cenl). The contrj-bution made by the Grade Ten
Average was ralher marginal in tha| the per cent of variance
accounled for rose only to 28.026 per cent. The contribution
made by lhe last lwo variables, the DAT Verbal- Percentlle and
the Otis-Lennon IQ, was apparently rather negligible.
Columns 5 and 6 of Table 6 were of some Limited use
in determining whether a regression equation based on the six
i-ndependent variables would be statistically
significant. At
each step of the regression, the F level of the regression
equation was higher than the required .05 level of significance.
shoï'JS

l+

I

Number

Step

6

o.5L2
o.529

DAT Numerical

Grade Ten
Average

29.262
?9.3L3

o.5t+L

0.54L

Verbal

DAT

0tis-Lennon
TO

Percentile

Percentile

29.058

0.539

Abstract

28.026

26. r80

22.9O3

5.806

7.O32

8. 807

+ö

2.2L

2.33

¡¡cl

..

r'\
11
..la

.96

ILL.tu./tu
I tctt

3

3.rr

t+38

.O5

F level

Required

L5.604

26.

F level of
regression
variance
accounted for equalion

Per cent of

DAT

Percentile

o.479

R

Mulliple

Math 100 Score

Variable
entered

Stepwise Regression Findings for Six Independent Variables
and One Dependent Variable

Table

O.
ca
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0n this basis an incautious researcher might have inferred

that all six predictors should have been included in the
regression equation. Judgement was withheld, however, until
consideration had been given to Table 7.
As the stepwi-se regression proceeded a partial F was
calculated for each new variable being entered into the
regression equation. The significance of the most recently
entered variable was established by comparing the computed
partial F value with a table of F values, using one degree

of freedom. This was done at the .05 and .01 levels of
significance and the results " arej summarized in Table 7 .
Table 7 clearly shows that only one variable, Math
100, made a significant contribution to the predj-ction of
Compuler Scj-ence scores. The computed F Level .ísr 26.438
with only 6.96 being requi-red for a .01 level of significance. Thus, while the other five predÍctors made contributions to lhe accounled for variance and the multiple
correlation, they were rejected because they did not contrib" ute , significantlY.
The Regteesion Equations
The findings summarized in Table 7 were used to

develop regression equations. Variables found lo be of

no

significance were excluded. Two equalions were developed at
the .01 level of significance, one for nonnormalized data
and one for normalized data.
Since only one varíable was found to be sígnificant
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Table

7

Partial F Findings for the Six Independent
Variables in Regression
Step

I

number

Variable entered
Malh 100 Score

Partial
26.439,i,

DAT Numerical

3.9o7't"t'

Grade Ten

2 2?2

DAT Abstract
Percentile

L.252

DAT Verbal

Q.245

0lis-Lennon

0.060

Percentile
Average
l+

Percentile
6

F

IQ

'1.'Significant at the .01 level.
'i.'l.Not significant .
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the equation for nonnormalized data was of the lype
Y : B6X6+ C where Y was the predicted Computer Science score
on a scale from 0 to 100; 86 was a coeffi-cient which could
be interpreled as the slope of a straight line; X6 was the

studenl?s Math I00 score on a scale from 0 to I00; and C was
a constant which could be in|erpreled as the y-intercepl of

the straight line. B6 and C were computed and fitted into
the equation which then became:
Y : 0.758 x6 + 14.369
The standard eruor for this equati-on was found to be

L6.559 with 22.9O3 per cent of the variance accounted for.
The standard error may be regarded as the lypical error in
predr_ctr_on.

I

The equivalenN normalized equation, which would

generale a Computer Science standard score ï'las of the type

"

:Fu

(xo -

S.

läl

D.

where Y was the predicted Computer Science score

in standard

a coefficienl; XU was the studentrs Math tOO
score on a scale from O to fOO; TU was the average Math lOO
score; and S. D. was the standard deviation of the Math 100
variable. Using the values to"T^o and S. D. reported in
form;[3

6

was

Table 3, the standardized equation was found to be:

I*Mltchetl, ttMultiple
Regression Analysis,

11

p.

185

.

lá

\¡Ì- _ o.b79

( xe -

7L.5L6

rl.

)

847

Note that no regression constanl C exists in the

standardized regression equation. This is always the case
because when atl the independent variables take on lhej-r

value, the predi.cled value is lhe mean value of the
dependent variabLe.? Another interesting point to note is
that the beta coeffici"nt,dS: 0.47g is also the simple

mean

correl-alj-on betueen Computer Science and Math f00.

Interpretatio-n of a RegLession Equation
Consider the nonsNandardized equation
Y : 0"758 x6 + 14.369
where Y is the predicted Computer Science score on a scale
from 0 to 100 and X6 is the studenNts Math I00 score on the
same scale. The standard error of this equation uas found
to be L6.559 with 2?.9O3 per cent of the variance accounted
for. A teacher or counsellor using this equation for
counselling sludents would have to be very cautious. A
student whose Math 100 score generated a prediction of 70
in Computer Science would have a ó8 per cent chance of
scoring in the range of 70 ! V where L7 is the rounded
slandard error. His score would be anywhere from 53 to
but the most probable score would be 70.

-Mitchell, op. ci-t. p.
,

2

L77 .

87
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The slandardized predicti-on might be used as follows.

a studentis predicted Computer Science score were +1.
This could be inlerpreted to mean thal he would probably
score as well as or be|ter than 84 per cent of his fellow

Suppose

studenls, subject to the same uncertainties as before.
In order for a regression equation to be meaningful
and useful to a student, the counsellor musl be prepared to
explain futly the meaning of the prediction. To use the
equation in any other way would be of doubtful value.

of Predicted and Actual Computer Sciençll Scores
As noted in Chapter III, part of the research design
ïüas to draw a subsample of 27 students from the origi-naL
sample and. do a comparison between the actual and predicted
Computer Science ScoreS. The subsample findings !arer recorded in Tables I and 9. Means, Standard Devialions and the
Correlation between the Actual and Predicted Scores i'are.
Comparison

reporled.

analysis of the comparison between
the actual and predicted Computer Science scores which
involved a significance test was attempted because such an
analysis r/vould have been redundant. It could only have had
significance if a new sample had been drawn from the population. Such a sample was not available to the writer and
hence the research design did not j-nclude a test for significant difference beti,veen the actual and predicted Computer
Sci-ence scores. The data 1n Tables I and 9 were set forth
No statistical

7L+

Table I

Actual and Predicted Computer Science
Scores of Students Comprising the Subsample
Student
number
4

Math I00
S

core

Actual

Computer

Science Score
83

6

/)
o/

ol

L2

63
63
(,h

o)

l0
ì1
L)

L4
L/

r8
2L

)?
¿)
<.

1

ncì

30
??

ar.

38
45
5L
5g
60

98
94
8S

8t

79
.7?
83

o)
5O

64
64

ÁC

B6

o)

79
17tr
t)

83

87

o/

nry

r00

63
63

Science Score
7L.22
7L.??

o5.L'
6z.tz

62.L2
86.38
BB. 65

Q6

BS.6z

100

78.80
7L.98

to

B¡
90
O'
78

6t

n)

BS

Predicted Compuler

95
96
79
B6
64

f1

a2
87
78
6L
66
5O

63
88

3L
8S

63

28. Bo
Bz.s9
84. r0
73 .49

78.04
7 4.25
69.70
77.28
63.6h
52.57
62.88
6z "88
79 .56

t+.¿)
/L"¿¿

6z.tz
6z.tz
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Table

9

Means, Deviations and Correlation
0f and Between the Actual and Predicted
Computer Science Scores

Variable

Actual
S

Mean Standard deviation Correlation

Computer

cience score

75

.7 4L

L6.997

o.1+71+

Predicted Computer
Science score

72.3LL

9.2U+
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so that an intuitive

understanding of how welL the regression

equation predicted performance could be gained. It is the

writerts opi-nion lhal the regression equation performed aboul
as well as one could expect since il was based on 22.903
per cent of the variance accounted for.
Summary

The findings of the study were reported in this

chapter. The varj-ables were summarized in Table 3. A
correlation matrix was presented. The stepwise regression
was reporled and certain inferences regarding significance
were drawn. The regressì-on equations were explained in
terms of their possibLe school use. Finally, a regression
equation was used to predict the Compuler Science scores
of a 27 student subsample and some descriptive statistics
regarding the comparison of actual and predicted Computer
Science scores were presented.

Chapter

V

SUryMARY AND CONCTUSIONS

In this chapter, a review of the study is conducted
with a summary of the findings presented in Tables 3 to 9.
Conclusions are drawn and recommendations are made for
further research.
Review of lhe Studv

This sludy arose out of the writer?s personal interest in menlal testing. The wriler perceived mental tests,
supplemented by data such as the academic average, âs devices
which would enable a valid prediction of future achi-evement
in Computer Science to be made. The writer also wanted to
establish practical cri-teria to be used by high school
personnel in counselling students re the advisabiliiy of
studying Computer Science.
The research design was se.L up so as to involve
variables represented by statistics available in the school
records; the DAT scores, the Otis-Lennon IQ, the Grade Ten
Average and the Math IOO Score. These variables were used
as predictors of a criterion variable, Compuler Science
achievement. A stepwise regression at lhe .O5 level of

significance was performed and the findings were reporled

7B

in Chapter IV.
The inferences to be drawn from chapter IV suggest
that the writer expected too much from mental- testing ' The
relativel-y l-ow correlations which exist between the mental
test variabl-es and the Compu,t.er Science Score may be attributabJ-e to the fact that the sampl-e was rather homogeneous.
This homogeneitv is shown in TabJ-e 3 where the Otls-Lennon
IQ is l-I? with a standard deviation of Il-.008. The norms
l
are J_00.6 and L5.7 for this particul-ar test.- Perhaps, Íf
the sampl-e had been trUl-y heterogeneoUs, one or more of lhe
mental- test variabl-es would have been significant.
Another possibil-ity investigated to account for the
moderate correJ-ations reported in this study was whether the
imp)-icit assumption of continuous variabl-es was serioUsly

violated by converting the l-etter grade scores to midnoint
ScoreS. Ðr. Johnston confirmed that the conversion procedUre
used was conceptuaLl-y quite acceptabL".2 This possibility was
therefore rul-ed out.
The studv was a success in the sense that, of the
independent variables investigated, a judgement couJ-d be

rendered re their rel-ative importance as predictors of
achievement in Computer Science.
ì

-Arthur S.-Harãourtl
Otis ¿nfl Roger T. Le-nnon, Iech-n-i-911--=Hand19.
nräce and l¡lorld', ffi
b-o-o-k ( New fcrk:
2-"..
r0l_o.. . Ðr. B" Johnston, Januarr L3, L975.
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Maior Findines
The statistical- procedure generated informa-uion
about simp)-e correlations, partial correi-ations, multip)-e
correlations, Per cent of variance accounted for and the

significance of each variabl-e entered. These findings may
be summarized as f ol-Iows:
j_) The simple correJ_ation matrix showed moderate to
Strong correi-ations between manv of the variabJ-epairs.
2) The partia)- correlations computed in the stepwise regression ranged from a moderatel-y strong
O.t+79 to a very weak O.O27.
Ð The multiple correl-ation rose from O'479 to O'54L
during the six steps of regression.
¿l) The variance accounted for rose from 22.903 to
29.3L3 per cent during the six steps of regression'
5) OnIy the first regression step yiel-ded results
significant at the .o5 l_eve1. These resul|s were
also significant at the .0I leve]-.
O The Math IOO variable was found to be a very
significant predictor of achievement in computer
science. No other predictor variable made a significant contribution to the prediction at the .o5 levelof significance "
7) The regression equation, when tested on the
subsampLe, appeared to work reasonabl-y weLI according to the descriptive statistics shown in TabJ-e 9.

80
ltLa .io_T

_C_o

qc_l-_u s i_o_4rs_

Atry conclusions drawn must be rather tentative since

oni-y 22"9O) per cent of the variance was accounted for with

the onè significant predictor variable. With this caveat,
the folJ-owing major concLusions appear to be warranted:
l-) 0f the independent varíabIes investigated only
achievement in Mathematics l-00 was found to be a
significant predictor of achievement in Computer
Science.

2) The other variabJ-es investigated as predictors
of Computer Science achievement failed compLeteLy
to live up to expectations"
Rgc s.rur

e-n

{qtåo

n s-

-{qqt heiL -Sl-q{vstudlr was abJ-e to identify onl-y one variable
-f

o-T:

This
which functioned significantJ-y as a predictor of Computer
Science achievement. Moreover, the per cent of variance
accounted for was rather Iow. The writer therefore concJ-uded that further research shouJ-d be undertaken. The research design envisaged by the writer would be an attempt
to improve the prediction. In addition to the Math l-00
variabLe, measures of personal-ity and sociological- measures
coul-d be incl-uded as predictors" Other grade ten subiects
could conceivably function as predictors" Another avenue
which could be expl-ored is the infl-uence which teachers
have on the prediction. FinaIIy, some measure of computer
science aptitude currentl-y used in índustry shoul-d be
inve stieated.

8t_

S_umJrarI

This study was designed to identify criteria which
would be of practical- vaLue in hel-ping schooL administrators,
guidance counsell-ors, and teachers to counsei- stUdents re
the advisabil_ity of enrol-l-ing in computer science ZoJ, a
course currently offered in Manitoba high schools. The study
Was a success .in that one important predictor of CompUter
achievement in MathScience achievementr rlrlas identified:
ematics IOO, the most rigoroUs mathematics course offered

at the grade ten level in Manitoba.
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APPENDIX A

Computer Science Achievement

Prediction Data

8B

Form

core

S

Computer Science 2O5
core

S

Mathematics I0l

Score

Mathematics 100

Average

Grade Ten

Intelligence Quotient

0tis-Lennon

Abstract Percentile

Differential Aptitude

Numerical Percentile

Differential Aptilude

Verbal Percentile

Differential Aptitude

Student Initials

COMPUTER SCIENCE ACHIEVEMENT PREDICTION DATA FORM

oa-

\o

APPENDIX

B

Lelter Grade lo Numerical
Conversion Table

'90

Range

'ol

GARDEN

CITY

COLLEGIATE

ACHIEVEMENT KEY

LETTER GRADES COMPARED TO PERCENTAGES

A+

9O/, and over

A
B
c

8o

D
F
I

to B9%
70 to 79/'
ro
fO to
56

69%

55/"

Less than

5O/'

Incomplete subjecl. Student
is behind in work and unable
to assess his progress at
this lime.

J. M. Yakmission,
Principal.

APPEND]X

C

Letter Requesli-ng SPecimen Sets
of the Mental Tests

cr

93

7,

August

L974.

Guidance Centre,
t000 Yonge Street,
T0R0NT0, Ontario.

144.1^1

2K8

Dear Sirs,

identified on the enclosed
order form. The specimens are needed for a masteris lhesis
currenlly under r'Jay. The authorization for this order was

Please send two specimen sels as

given by Professor A. M. McPherson, Department Head,
Departmenl of Curuiculum, Faculty of Education, University

of

Manitoba.

Thank you

for your cooperation. A certified

enclosed.

Yours

truly,

A. Geith,
1^lIl\i\IPEG, Manitoba
R

EncL,

2

.

cheque

is

APPENDIX

D

Five Sample ltems From The
Otis-Lennon Mental Abilities Test,
Intermediate Level, Form J

94

oÃ

Mark the one best answer for each question in the

not guess blindly, but you may mark an answer
even when you are not perfectly sure tha| it i-s right.

test.

Do

J-1. A school without pupils is like a book wilhout
a) piclures b) pages c) soft covers
d) hard covers e) an index

r-s. A is toil¡,

u)v

as

y'\ is to

J-zL. Mary has a piece of clay shaped like a block. If she
rolls it inlo a bal-l, what will happen to the weight
and voLume of the clay?
a) lVeight witt decrease but volume will increase.
b) Weight witl increase but volume wilt decrease.
c) Both wilt increase.
d) Both will decrease.
e) Both will remain unchanged.
J-25. John 1s facing norlh. He walks forward I block,
turns to his right, walks 2 blocks, and then turns
to his right again. The direction he is now facing
is
a) east b) west c) north d) south
e ) impossible to find oul from what we are told
J-46.

the word that best completes this sentence:
Because Nhe sign warning aboul the swift river was
by lhe boys, Nhey were nearly drowned.
a) unchecked b) followed c) recognized
d) unheeded e) painted
Choose

APPENDIX E

Five Sample Items From lhe Numerlcal
SubtesL of the Differential Aptitude
Tests, Form L

o6

97

You are to pick out the correct ansrúer

are not sure of

besl

dIL

ANSWER

A
B
c
D

L-N-4. Multiply
2.04
5

L-N-12. Divide

?
)

-l LIUÞ.

)) oz.

6 lbs. 7 oz.
7 lbs. 5 oz.
tI lbs. I oz.
L-N-33. Cube root

r_.009

Tß

of

A

28 tbs. L6 oz.
28 lbs.
27 lbs. Ib oz.
fB tbs.
none of lhese

B
C

D

E

these

E

5/8
375/5L2
2 L/2
L5 '5 /B
none of these

A

4

A
n

B
C

D
2

l_00.9

none

C

A
ttr. :
v.r-)'

g

E

D

marks?

r0.

10.09

D

L-N-39. What one number can
replace both question

L53OO

A

D

Add

L53o

none of these

n
l]

o

L.53oo
L53.o

E

. o4å4 .036

L-N-r8.

You

answer, mark the choice which is your

guess.

t<.7

If

Ir

.Lt

t0
L6
5o

none of these

IPPENDIX

F'

Five Sample Items From lhe Verbal
Sublest of the Differential Aptitude
Test, Form L

qÊ

99

filt the
blanks so lhat the sentence witl be true and sensible. If
you are not sure of an answer, mark the choice which is
You are to pick out words which will

your best guess.
L-V -2

. is to cavalry as foot is to

.
f\.

D
lJ.

horse _travel
horse _infanlry

E.

yard
horse
cemeNery yard
armory
horse

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

is to childhood as adolescence:l is to
infantry
adultery
maturi-ty
infancy
intelligence
infantry
infancy
adulNery
intelligence
heätth

D.

L-V-r8.

L-V-28.
j_I .
^
J).

C.
D.

E.

L-V-4r. ..
A.
D
]J .
11

U.
D.

E.

L-V-5 0.
A

D
lJ.

C.
D.
.8.

is to horse as bray is to
neigh
donkey
donkey
hoof
saddle
r\,agon
wagon
hoof
pony
hoof
. islo physician as secretary is to. . . . .
office
do ctor

nurse

executive

medicine
medicine

executive

doctor

stenographer

offi ce

. is to diamond as circle is to.
gold
round
square
shape
cube

square

oval

round
round
round

X.PPENDIX

G

Five Sample Ilems From the Abstract
Subtest of the Differential Aptilude

Tests, Form L

l_00

t_0I

to selecl the one figure from among lhe
Answer Figures which belongs next in the series. If you
are not sure of an ansl/úer, mark the choice.'¡vhich is your
You are

best guess.
PROBLEM

FIGURES

ANSWER FIGURES

L-A-6.

t_t

I l-l f

r-t Y Ur _l IJ
ABCDE

L-A-r5.

a ,g n

.D

I

ü

L-A-23

T

ü

ü

ü

I

n

ABCDE

.

Þ

r

6H

rr

rrI

w

&H l[¿ H
H
H

ffi
æ

ABCDE
L-A-37.
(

)

o

)

(

ABCDE
L-A-46.

Xo X0

r) o X
ABCDE

)(

&

